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339–340
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258–260
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climate change, adverse impact on diversity 335
conclusions 356–357
Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982) 338–341
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general obligations 338
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general considerations 336
regional approach 337
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conservation of marine living resources 231–265
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conclusions 264–265
definition of conservation 232
depletion of resources 21–22, 232, 254
importance of 231–232
LOSC, conservation of marine living resources under

species specific approach see species specific approach
to conservation

zonal management approach see zonal management
approach to conservation

LOSC, development after 248–256
concept of sustainable development 248–250
ecosystem approach see ecosystem approach to

conservation
precautionary approach to conservation see under

precautionary approach
main issues 231–232
marine scientific research and conservation of fish stocks

365–366
prior to 1982, conservation of marine living resources

233–234
newcomer States 233–234
special interest of coastal States 233
unilateral measures, application of 233

contiguous zone 124–126, 150–151
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124–126
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nature of 23
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of 413, 415
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spatial scope of 138–139
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33–35
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Implementation Agreement see Implementation

Agreement (1994)
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general considerations 29–30
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common heritage of mankind
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bays 54–55
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codification 22
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EEZ, extent of 85
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State practice, objective element of 10
State practice, uniformity of 10
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existence/meaning of, disputes over 13
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flag State jurisdiction 157, 160, 165
foreign vessels
ports, in 280–281
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82–84, 119

General Assembly’s role in making customary law
36–37

general customary law 9
identifying/interpreting, difficulties in 14
islands 68–69
local customary law 10
marine environmental protection 273–274
maritime delimitation 198, 202, 204–205, 207, 226
navigational rights of land-locked States 415
non-binding instruments, and

confirming rules of customary international law 15
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15
piracy 165, 378–379, 399
port State jurisdiction 295
right of innocent passage 89–90, 97–98
right of transit passage 109, 406
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special or local customary law 10
treaties, and 12–13

Daigo Fukuryumaru incident 397
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marine scientific research, impact of 366
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seabed 319–320
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assistance under Rio Convention 344
economic and technological difficulties in developing

countries 345–346
assistance with marine scientific research 371

transfer of marine technology 371–373,
414–415

customary international law, and 9, 12
data on catches 235–236
land-based pollution and poverty 281
land-locked and geographically disadvantaged States

404–405, 407–408
exploitation of non-living resources in the oceans

413–414
fishing rights of land-locked/geographically

disadvantaged States 410–413
military exercises in EEZ 395
outer limits of continental shelf, establishing 35
port reception facilities 291
preventing illegal fishing 258
review of law of the sea, and 25–26, 28

dispute settlement see peaceful settlement of international
disputes

distress at sea see ships in distress at sea
drug trafficking 173–175
dumping at sea 271–272, 312–316

continental shelf, on 149
definition of 271

disposals excluded from ‘dumping’ 272
EEZ, in 133–134
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385
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385
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marine scientific research 371
precautionary approach, and 254
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EEZ 123–124, 127–137, 139, 155, 198
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marine scientific research 404–405
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general considerations 132–134
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368–370
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293–294
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general considerations 136
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dumping 314
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marine scientific research 364

Enterprise, The 193
cost-effectiveness 188
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185

technology transfer 189
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environmental impact assessments 284–286

meaning of 285
precautionary approach, and 285–286
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European Union

piracy: Operation Atalanta 385, 387
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Exxon Valdez incident 271, 291
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21–24, 111, 418
fish and fishing 16

archipelagic States and traditional fishing rights 115
anadromous stocks 245–246, 261
catadromous species 246–247, 261
conservation of marine living resources see conservation

of marine living resources
deep-sea species 247–248
EEZ, in see under EEZ
exclusive fisheries jurisdiction 25, 352
FAO role 36
fishery zone and maritime delimitation 198, 204–205, 218
freedom of the high seas and fishing 23, 156, 234

fishing rights of land-locked/geographically
disadvantaged States 410–413

marine protected areas, and 353
highly migratory species 4, 238–240, 249, 252, 259–260,

419
illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing 232

conservation measures undermined by IUU fishing
256–258

definition of IUU fishing 256–257
flags of convenience, by 162
port measures 262

limitation to the compulsory dispute settlement
procedures, as 428

mandatory certification requirements 262–263
marine biological diversity

fishing as threat to 355–356
trawl fishing on cold-water coral, adverse impacts of

340
regional fisheries organisations 259–261

mandatory certification requirements 262–263
port inspections of vessels, undertaking 262–263

straddling and shared fish stocks 4, 238–239, 249, 252,
259–260, 419

traditional fishing rights 115, 223–224
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port inspection of Contracting Party vessels 261–263
precautionary approach 253
strengthening effective control by flag States 258

Fitzmaurice, Sir Gerald 125
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conservation see compliance with rules on the
conservation of marine species

exclusive jurisdiction of flag States 157–160, 192–193
at-sea inspection of Contracting Party vessels 259
exceptional measures 173–177
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of hot pursuit 168–172
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of visit 164–168, 193
obligations of flag States 158–159
theory of territoriality of the ship 157

flags of convenience see flags of convenience
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general considerations 164–165
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and ship 163–164
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floats 367–368
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fishery research 363
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ships in distress 83, 87
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conservation of marine biological diversity, and 339
marine protected areas, and 353

navigational rights of land-locked States 410
right of innocent passage, and 86, 119
shipping industry and environmental protection 78
through straits see international straits
warships, and 77–78, 98–99, 119

freedom, principle of 16–17, 19, 151, 154, 192
historical aim of 16
meaning of freedom of the high seas see under high seas

genetic resources 340–341
access to genetic resources resting with national

government 341–342

fair and equitable sharing of benefits 343
freedom of the high seas, and 341
genetic resources in the Area, use for peaceful purposes of

341
increased demand resulting in unsustainable collection

340–341
threatened by marine scientific research 366

geographical factors in maritime delimitation see under
maritime delimitation

geological and geomorphological factors in maritime
delimitation 218

Gidel, Gilbert 5, 14, 79–80, 90, 157
gliders 367–368
greenhouse gas emissions see under climate change
Grotius, H. 14, 17
Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine

Environmental Protection (GESAMP) 363

Hague Conference for the Codification of International Law
20–21, 59, 86, 90, 111

Harvard Law School 20, 89
hazardous and noxious substances

civil liability for nuclear damage 308–309
HNS Convention (1996) 307–308
nuclear-powered ships/ships carrying dangerous/noxious

substances 93–94
vessels carrying nuclear/noxious substances entering

ports 81
high seas 31, 149, 154, 192–193

conclusions 192–193
conservation of marine biological diversity 340–341
conservation of marine living resources in the high seas

236–238
obligations on States 237–238

contiguous zone, and 23
continental shelf, and 23
definition of 155
exceptional measures 173–177

interception on high seas for counter-migration
purposes 176–177

regulation of illicit traffic in narcotic drugs/
psychotropic substances 173–175

self-defence on the high seas 175–176
exclusive jurisdiction of flag States see flag States
freedom of the high seas principle, meaning of 23,

154–157
free from national jurisdiction 155
freedom of activities 156
freedom not absolute 156–157

intervention by coastal States in the case of pollution
casualties 298–300

marine protected areas in the high seas see under marine
protected areas

meaning of 22–23
nationality of a ship 160–164
spatial scope of the high seas 155

highly migratory species
fish see under fish and fishing
marine mammals 240

hijacking 381
historic bays see under bays
historic rights 223–224

definition 223
traditional fishing rights 223–224
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hot pursuit 125, 147, 150, 165, 168–172
doctrine of constructive presence 170–171
exception to exclusive jurisdiction of flag States, as

168–172
multilateral hot pursuit 170
nature of right of hot pursuit 168–169
requirements 169–170
use of force 171–172

human trafficking 166
slave trade, as 167

humanity, considerations of 15–16
human rights 16

hydrographic surveys
definition of 362
innocent passage, right of 364
legality of hydrographic and military surveys in EEZ

368–370
marine scientific research, and 362, 368–370
use of data from 362

ice-covered areas, environmental protection of 320–323
Article 234 320
Arctic/Arctic Ocean see Arctic/Arctic Ocean
coastal State regulation of vessel-source marine pollution

339
EEZ 320

illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing see under
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cost-effectiveness 188
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market-oriented approaches 188–190
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UN interceptions at sea 393–394
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80
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marine scientific research 363
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port State control 297
SUA Convention, 2005 388–392

international organisations 277
counter-piracy operations 385–386

international peace and security see maintenance of
international peace and security at sea

International Seabed Authority 19, 31, 178, 181–184
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318–320
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intervention 442
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